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BUSINESS STANDARD
* Finmin asks PSBs to back stressed small
businesses
* Growth may be higher than CSO estimate of 2.1%
* US FDA may inspect Sun Pharma’s Halol site in
Feb
* Insider trading: Orders against ex-MCX staff
revoked
* Chinese pharma firms may be blacklisted over
quality

Date: 08 January, 2018

FINANCIAL EXPRESS
* Essar’s AGC Networks to enter new markets
* Q3 earnings likely to show first signs of revival
* SBI reviewing minimum balance requirement,
to make announcement soon
* NACL Industries gets board approval to raise
Rs3,000 crore
* Paytm Payments Bank, IndusInd tie-up for fixed
deposit facility
* Aban Offshore promoters offer $600 million
one-time settlement to enders

FINANCIAL CHRONICLE

MINT

* Greater clarity needed in anti-profiteering
rules: CII
* Base effect lifts credit growth to 10.65 per cent in
December
* BSES launches rooftop solar single-point for
apartment complexes
* States asked to begin auction of 348 mining leases
near expiry next year
* UCO Bank willing to take 40-45% haircut to keep
book free of NPAs, says MD

* NPCI plans to upgrade Unified Payments Interface
* Centre readies PSUs for stake sale in FY19
* Govt may opt for fiscal deficit range in Budget:
ICRA
* Farm growth may be higher than estimate’
* CBDT relaxes norms for MAT on firms facing
Insolvency

PROV CASH: January 05, 2018 (Rs cr)

FIIs F&O: January 05, 2018 (Rs cr)

FIIs:
DIIs:
Cash Vol:
F&O Vol:

+581.43 (5811.9 - 5230.47)
+243.13 (3984.73 - 3741.6)
(44462.94 vs 42474.31) +4.68%
(366337.16 vs 1036180.25) -64.64%

NET SELL:
INDEX FUTURES:
INDEX OPTIONS:
STOCK FUTURES:
STOCK OPTIONS:

SCRIPS IN BAN PERIOD FOR January 08, 2018
* FORTIS
* GMRINFRA
* HDIL
* IFCI
* JPASSOCIAT
* RPOWER

* JINDALSTEL
* JISLJALEQS
* RCOM

-414.90
-1201.90
+715.81
+90.70
-19.91

